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An Ancient Core Dynamo in
Asteroid Vesta
Roger R. Fu,1* Benjamin P. Weiss,1 David L. Shuster,2,3 Jérôme Gattacceca,4 Timothy L. Grove,1

Clément Suavet,1 Eduardo A. Lima,1 Luyao Li,1 Aaron T. Kuan5

The asteroid Vesta is the smallest known planetary body that has experienced large-scale
igneous differentiation. However, it has been previously uncertain whether Vesta and similarly
sized planetesimals formed advecting metallic cores and dynamo magnetic fields. Here we show
that remanent magnetization in the eucrite meteorite Allan Hills A81001 formed during
cooling on Vesta 3.69 billion years ago in a surface magnetic field of at least 2 microteslas. This
field most likely originated from crustal remanence produced by an earlier dynamo, suggesting
that Vesta formed an advecting liquid metallic core. Furthermore, the inferred present-day crustal
fields can account for the lack of solar wind ion-generated space weathering effects on Vesta.

The terrestrial planets are thought to have
formed from the successive growth and ac-
cretion of protoplanetary objects <1000 km

in diameter (1). A fraction of these protoplanets
have survived to the present day and include 4
Vesta, the second most massive asteroid (525 km
mean diameter). In particular, Vesta’s high den-
sity, primordial basaltic crust, and large size sug-
gest that it is an intact remnant of the early solar
system that escaped catastrophic collisional dis-

ruption (2). Vesta therefore provides an opportu-
nity to characterize the building blocks of the
terrestrial planets and to study the processes of
planetesimal accretion and differentiation.

Meteorites of the howardite-eucrite-diogenite
(HED) clan probably sample the crust and upper
mantle of Vesta (3). Geochemical studies of HED
meteorites suggest that Vesta has a fully differ-
entiated structure, with a metallic core ranging
from 5 to 25% of the total planetary mass (4) that
formed within ~1 to 4 million years (My) of the
beginning of the solar system (5, 6). Recent vol-
ume and mass constraints from the NASA Dawn
mission provide evidence of a metallic core be-
tween 107 and 113 km in radius (2).

Vigorous advection in a molten metallic core
may generate a dynamo magnetic field. Paleo-
magnetic studies of meteorites suggest that past
dynamos may have existed on other asteroidal
objects such as the angrite and the CV carbona-
ceous chondrite parent bodies (7, 8). These data

offer the possibility of studying the physics of
dynamo action in a small-body regime not rep-
resented by active dynamos in the solar system
today, in which Mercury is the smallest body with
a known active dynamo (9). However, there has
been no meteorite group for which evidence of
dynamo action has been confidently established
and that has been directly associatedwith a known,
intact, asteroidal parent body.

Previous paleomagnetic studies have shown that
many HED meteorites are low-fidelity recorders of
magnetic fields because of their large (i.e., mul-
tidomain), low-coercivity magnetic minerals (10).
Furthermore, these paleomagnetic studies gen-
erally lacked radiometric ages and thermo-
chronometry. As a result, they came to no firm
conclusions about the origin of magnetization
identified in HED meteorites (11). Although
dynamo-generated and even nebular fields were
considered, other potential sources such as recent
magnetic contamination and impact-generated
fields could not be ruled out (10, 12–14). Here, we
present a paleomagnetic study of ALHA81001
(ALH, Allan Hills), a meteorite found in Antarc-
tica in 1981 with exceptional magnetic recording
properties (15). We also present thermochrono-
logic and petrographic data that constrain the
origin of the meteorite's natural remanent mag-
netization (NRM).

The main–HED-group oxygen isotopic com-
position of ALHA81001 suggests that it origi-
nated on Vesta (16). As a eucrite, ALHA81001
has a basaltic composition and probably is a
sample of the asteroid's upper crust. Our petro-
graphic observations show that ~99 volume % of
ALHA81001 has a fine-grained texture. A pre-
vious paleomagnetic study found thatALHA81001
has one of the most stable NRM records ob-
served for any main–oxygen-isotope group HED
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(10). This is probably due to its very fine grain
size, which has led to the formation of unusually
high-coercivity ferromagnetic crystals [kamacite
and iron sulfide (17)]. In particular, the width
of plagioclase phenocrysts in the groundmass
ALHA81001 indicates that the primary crystal-
lization of themeteorite above 1150°C took place
over the course of ~1 hour (18). However, the
presence of ~0.4-mm-wide augite exsolution
lamellae in host pigeonite grains suggests that
the meteorite was reheated to between 800° and
1100°C, possibly due to burial in a hot ejecta
blanket, and then cooled slowly over several hun-
dred years (19). Because these temperatures are
above the Curie point of FeNi minerals, any rem-
anent magnetization in ALHA81001 must have
been acquired during or after this slow-cooling
episode. Furthermore, we observed no undulatory
extinction in plagioclase phenocrysts in the ground-
mass (20), indicating that the meteorite escaped
impact shock pressures above 5 GPa after this
slow cooling (21).

We extracted 13 subsamples (a set of 9 and a
second set of 4) from two parent samples of
ALHA81001. The subsamples within the first and
second sets were mutually oriented to within 5°

and 10°, respectively, whereas the two parent
pieces were not mutually oriented. Subsamples
taken from near the fusion crust produced by
atmospheric passage have systematically differ-
ent NRM directions from those of seven interior
subsamples, whereas two subsamples extracted
from between the fusion crust and the interior
subsamples have intermediate NRM directions
(Fig. 1). These data are consistent with heating
and remagnetization of the meteorite's <2-mm-
deep exterior during atmospheric passage and sug-
gest that the interior was not strongly contaminated
by hand magnets, weathering, or viscous remag-
netization since the samples’ arrival on Earth.

All 13 subsampleswere progressively alternating
field (AF) demagnetized or thermally demagne-
tized to characterize their NRM components. We
observed three distinct components of magneti-
zation in each subsample (Figs. 1, 2), with the
exception of one fusion-crusted subsample, which
has only two components. A low-coercivity (LC)
component is blocked up to a coercivity of 3 mT.
Its unidirectionality across all subsamples and low
coercivity are consistent with a viscous remanent
magnetization (VRM) acquired since the meteor-
ite’s recovery from Antarctica in 1981. A medium-

coercivity (MC) and medium blocking temperature
(MT) component, blocked from 3 to between 21
and 57 mT during AF demagnetization and up to
150°C during thermal demagnetization, is unidi-
rectional across all subsamples (except one fusion-
crusted subsample that does not have an MC
component). Its low blocking temperature and
unidirectionality across all subsamples strongly
suggest that it is a VRM acquired during the me-
teorite's residence in Antarctica. The intensities
of both the LC andMC/MTcomponents are also
consistent with a VRM origin according to our
laboratory VRM-acquisition experiments (22).

Fusion-crusted and interior subsamples each
carry distinct high-coercivity components (which
we designate HCf and HC, respectively) that are
blocked between 21 to 57 mTand 62 to >290 mT.
The HC component is unidirectional throughout
the interior subsamples (which are separated by
up to 0.9 cm), and the HCf component is uni-
directional across the fusion-crusted subsamples,
but the HC and HCf directions are mutually
divergent (Fig. 1). Thermal demagnetization iden-
tified a high-temperature (HT) magnetization in
the same direction as the HC component and
blocked between 150° and >275°C, above which
irreversible alteration of the magnetization car-
riers occurs (23).

Upon AF demagnetization, the HC magneti-
zation decays linearly to the origin with remark-
able stability as compared to the NRM observed
in all previously measured HEDmeteorites (10, 12)
(Fig. 2). Its AF demagnetization spectrum is most
similar to that of an anhysteretic remanent mag-
netization (ARM) and differs from that of a strong
field (280 mT) isothermal remanent magnetiza-
tion (IRM) or pressure remanent magnetization
(PRM) acquired in a laboratory field of 750 mTat
a pressure of up to 1.8 GPa [an analog for shock
remanent magnetization (SRM) (22)]. All of these
characteristics suggest that the HC/HTcomponent
is a thermoremanent magnetization (TRM) ac-
quired during cooling in a magnetic field (24).

The 40Ar/39Ar plateau age of ALHA81001
indicates that the most recent heating event ca-
pable of full thermal remagnetization took place
at 3.69 billion years ago (Ga) (Fig. 3C) and that
the meteorite has largely escaped subsequent
thermal disturbances. In particular, the observed
degassing of radiogenic 40Ar can be accounted
for by a mean effective temperature between –50°
and 140°C during the past 15My (i.e., during trans-
fer to Earth; see Fig. 3D). This is entirely consistent
with our 38Ar analysis, which reveals a cosmic
ray exposure age of ~15 My, during which time
the meteoroid may have been heated to a con-
stant temperature of nomore than 140°C (Fig. 3A).
Blocking temperature relationships for kamacite
and pyrrhotite (25, 26) and the degree of post–
3.69 Ga heating inferred from 40Ar and 38Ar dif-
fusion suggest that the HC/HT component should
have survived from 3.69 Ga to the present day.

Our ARM and IRM paleointensity experiments
indicate that the magnetizing field that produced
the HC/HTcomponent at 3.69 Ga most likely had

Fig. 1. NRM directions in eucrite ALHA81001. This is an equal-area stereographic projection showing the
three components of magnetization observed in each subsample as inferred from principal components
analyses. Black, blue, and red symbols represent HC/HT, MC/MT, and LC directions, respectively. Stars
indicate average directions for each component. Dashed circles denote the 95% confidence interval for
the true direction of magnetization assuming a Fisher distribution in the upper hemisphere, and solid
circles denote it in the lower hemisphere. Exterior fusion-crusted subsamples, intermediate-depth
subsamples (depth from surface between 0.7 and 2.0 mm), and interior subsamples (depth >2 mm) are
shown by triangles, squares, and circles, respectively. Open symbols represent the upper hemisphere;
solid symbols represent the lower hemisphere.
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an intensity of ~12 mT (with a minimum value
of ~2 mT) (27). The young 40Ar/39Ar age of
ALHA81001 precludes the direct recording of
a dynamo, because the longest predicted duration
of a dynamo for a Vesta-sized object is on the
order of several tens of millions of years to
~100 My after solar system formation (28, 29).
Likewise, solar and nebular fields could not be
a source of themagnetization, because they should
have dissipated within the first ~6 My of solar
system formation (30). Furthermore, slow cooling
of ALHA81001 over >102 years rules out the
recording of any putative transient, impact-generated
fields, which are expected to have persisted for
less than several hundred seconds under Vestan
impact conditions (31). This leaves remanent mag-
netization of the Vestan crust and underlying ma-
terials as the most likely magnetic field source.
This in turn requires that the crust was magne-
tized by an earlier ambient magnetic field. Given
the high inferred paleointensities for ALHA81001,
this earlier magnetic field was most likely due to
a core dynamo. Although nebular fields may have
had intensities comparable to those of core dy-
namos (32), they should have existed only during
the first <6 My after solar system formation and
typically varied in direction on time scales of
several tens of orbits. Petrographic studies show
that Vesta’s crust cooled from the 780°C Curie
point of kamacite to ambient space temperatures
over at least several million years and therefore is
unlikely to have coherently recorded such time-
variable nebular fields (33). Another possibility is
that Vesta’s crust near or antipodal to large impact
basinsmay have acquired remanent magnetization
due to transient, impact-generated magnetic fields
(34, 35). However, the low velocities (~5 km/s)
expected for impacts on Vesta should not have
typically produced the ionized plasma clouds nec-
essary for generating strong transient magnetic
fields (36–38). On the other hand, an early dyna-
mo field should have been capable of generating
steady core magnetic fields with intensities up to
2600 mT, resulting in surface fields of up to the
order of 100 mT assuming a dominantly dipolar
field geometry (13, 39), thereby providing a
means of magnetizing the Vestan crust and
underlying material.

Following (40), we calculated the expected
strength of the remanent crustal field due to this
earlier dynamo. Although most HED meteorites
exhibit saturation remanence of between 10−4 and
10−2 A·m2 kg−1 (41), certain previously unmea-
suredmetal-richHEDsmay have higher values.We
measured the saturation remanence of one such
HED meteorite, Camel Donga, to be 5� 10−2

A·m2 kg−1 (31). Using this value for saturation
remanence, a 100-mT field is expected to im-
part a TRM of intensityMTRM up to 3� 10−6 to
2� 10−3 A·m2 kg−1 in HED material (42). The
resulting magnetic fields generated by a crust
magnetized to these values depend on the specific
geometry of the magnetized material. We cal-
culated the expected field for one plausible
geometry. Because ALHA81001 is probably an

impact melt (43), we evaluated the magnetic field
within an impact-heated region in a thin crust
magnetized perpendicular to the plane (31). The
resulting field is ~2/3m0MTRMr, where m0 is the
permeability of free space and r is the crustal
density, assumed to be 3000 kg m−3. Crustal ma-
terial on Vesta magnetized in a dynamo with this
geometry can therefore generate magnetic field
intensities between 0.01 and ~4 mT.

Although the upper end of this range agrees
with our inferred paleointensities, our paleointen-
sities are nevertheless surprisingly high and may
suggest the presence of more strongly magnetic
material on or beneath the surface of Vesta that is
not sampled by HED meteorites. Carbonaceous
chondrite material has been observed in how-
ardites and may have been observed as localized
dark terrains on the surface of Vesta (44). Meso-
siderites have been hypothesized to originate on
Vesta because of the similarity of their oxygen
isotopic compositions to those of HEDs (45).
Carbonaceous chondrites and mesosiderites
have saturation remanence values in excess of
10−1 A·m2 kg−1 (41) and therefore can readily
produce >10-mT crustal magnetic fields when
magnetized in a 100-mT dynamo field. Therefore,
such material, if present on Vesta, may result in
localized, highly magnetic terrains. The high pa-
leointensity of ALHA81001, which is stronger
than that of most previously studied HEDs (10),
may attest to the relative rarity of the purported
highly magnetic terrains. Localized regions of high
crustal field intensities on Mars and the Moon are
similarly too intense to be explained by the ob-
served magnetism of known martian meteorites

and Apollo samples, respectively, and also require
the existence of unsampled, highly magnetic ma-
terial on these bodies (40, 46). A magnetized crust
due to a prior dynamo epoch therefore appears to
be the only plausible field-generation mechanism
consistent with our inferred paleointensities.

Our inferred detection of an early dynamo in
Vesta provides further evidence that dynamos
could have formed in small differentiated bodies
in the early solar system. The presence of a mag-
netized crust implies that at least parts of the
Vestan surface had solidified and cooled below
the Curie temperature during the presence of an
active dynamo. The strong inferred intensity of
remanent crustal magnetization suggests that the
dynamo, when it was active, probably generated
surface fields with intensities between 10 and
100 mT and that strongly magnetic material un-
sampled by HED meteorites may be present on
or below the surface of Vesta. Furthermore, the
existence of crustal magnetization at 3.69 Ga
suggests that Vesta is likely to have crustal mag-
netic fields at the present time, because impact
events are unlikely to have demagnetized the en-
tire surface. Spectral features of the Vestan sur-
face indicate that space weathering effects are
more subdued than those observed on the Moon
(47) and may require shielding from the solar
wind ion flux at 2.36 astronomical units by a sur-
face field ≥0.2 mT (48). The existence of >2-mT
magnetic fields of the intensities estimated here
are therefore sufficient to stand off solar wind ions
at the orbital distance of Vesta, providing a pos-
sible explanation for the apparently limited effects
of solar wind ion-generated space weathering.

Fig. 2. Demagnetization of eucrite ALHA81001. Orthographic projections of the evolution of the
NRM during AF demagnetization of two interior subsamples are shown. Open and solid circles
indicate the projection of the NRM vector onto the vertical (up-east) and horizontal (north-east)
planes, respectively. Red, blue, and green arrows denote HC, MC, and LC components, respectively.
Selected AF levels are labeled. (A) AF demagnetization of interior subsample A5. (B) AF demagne-
tization of interior subsample A6. The similarity between the two demagnetization sequences indicates
unidirectional magnetization.
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Fig. 3. 40Ar and 38Ar thermochronometry of ALHA81001. (A) Cosmogenic 38Ar. Squares are observed
38Ar/37Ar ratios T1 SD versus the release fraction of 37Ar. Colored steps are synthetic release spectra
calculated for the production and diffusion of cosmogenic 38Ar over the apparent exposure duration of
15 My, assuming the Ar diffusion kinetics with maximum activation energy (Ea) in (B) (solid line) and
isothermal temperatures ranging from <120° to 180°C. The inset shows reduced chi-squared (c2) fit
statistics of each model compared to solid points, identifying the best-fit temperatures to be ≤140°C. (B)
Diffusivity as a function of temperature (T) calculated (49) from 37Ar and 39Ar released during the first 19
heating steps of two degassing experiments; points are diffusion coefficients (D) divided by the square of
the effective domain radius (a). The solid line quantifies kinetics with the apparent Ea determined from
regression to the initial four extractions of each experiment; the dashed line gives the apparent Ea
determined from the subsequent 16 extractions. The difference in these values of Ea may be due to a
change in a or a non-uniform spatial distribution of 37Ar and 39Ar (43). We take the values of Ea for the
first four extractions and the subsequent extractions as upper and lower bounds on the true value. (C)
Production and diffusion of radiogenic Ar (40Ar*). Triangles are measured 40Ar*/39Ar ratios (R) normalized
to themean ratio of the apparent plateau (Rplateau) versus the cumulative

37Ar release fractions. The colored
steps are model release spectra for heating conditions, as in (A), normalized to a mean plateau age of
3.693 T 0.071 Ga (T1 SD); the inset identifies log10(Dt/a

2) = –5 as the best-fit solution, where t is the
duration of heating. (D) Duration and temperature constraints on possible thermal excursions experienced by
ALHA81001. Solid curves are upper bounds on permissible thermal events at 15 million years ago (Ma) (bold
curve) and at 1.0 Ga (thin curve) that would best predict the observed 40Ar*/39Ar spectrum shown in (C), using
the maximum apparent Ea in (B); dashed curves are calculated from models using the minimum apparent Ea
in (B) for thermal events at 15Ma (bold curve) and 1.0 Ga (thin curve). The squares are upper bounds from (A)
for maximum and minimum values of Ea. Solar heating since ~15 Ma to mean effective temperatures
between –50° and 140°C provides an internally consistent prediction of the entire Ar data set.
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Supplementary Text 
 

1.  Introduction and Previous Work 
 

Previous paleomagnetic studies have been conducted on ALHA81001 and several 
other HED meteorites (13).  Most relevantly, Cisowski (10) alternating field (AF) 
demagnetized two mutually oriented subsamples of ALHA81001 up to 100 mT.  
Unfortunately, the relatively low peak AF levels used in their study did not allow them to 
isolate a primary thermoremanent magnetization (TRM), as indicated by divergent 
magnetization directions for their mutually oriented samples and an observed lack of 
origin-trending magnetization [likely due to spurious anhysteretic remanent 
magnetization (ARM) noise from their AF system (13), as indicated by variability in 
magnetization directions during repeat AF applications with the same peak field].  As a 
result, they were unable to isolate the HC component that we observe to be blocked from 
60 to >290 mT (Fig. 2).  Instead Cisowski (10) inferred weak (~6 µT) paleointensities 
using the isothermal remanent magnetization (IRM) method for natural remanent 
magnetization (NRM) blocked below 50 mT (calculated using the same ratio of TRM to 
IRM used in this study; see Section 3.4).  Because this AF range did not correspond to a 
single distinct NRM component as inferred from changes in magnetization direction in 
orthographic projection plots, Cisowski's 6 µT paleointensity (10) is effectively an 
average over a coercivity range that included up to 3 directionally distinct components, 
resulting in a systematically underestimated value.  Indeed, paleointensities computed 
from his AF data above 50 mT, which should be less contaminated by low-coercivity 
components, are significantly higher (~10-16 µT).  Furthermore, paleointensities 
computed from our data without separation of components differ by less than 20% from 
those of Cisowski (10) over the same coercivity ranges (see Section 3.4), suggesting that 
the mixing of NRM components is indeed the cause of his underestimated 
paleointensities.  In part due to these low paleointensity values, Cisowski (10) considered 
an early Vestan dynamo to be an unlikely source of HED magnetization.  

In contrast, Morden's study (50) of the polymict eucrite Millbillillie found strong 
paleointensities ranging between 6 and 37 µT and argued for a dynamo-generated field 
on Vesta.  However, this study analyzed a piece of Millbillillie with fusion crust, which 
the author apparently did not remove before performing the measurements.  Morden's 
reported mass-specific NRM intensity values ranged from  Am2kg-1, which 
is one to two orders of magnitude stronger than recent measurements of deep interior 
Millbillillie material not containing fusion crust (51).  Furthermore, ref. (51) found that 
Millbillillie subsamples composed of a mixture of fusion crust and interior samples 
carried mass-specific NRM intensities consistent with the values in Morden's study.  The 
predominantly single-component magnetizations found in Morden's study are also 
consistent with fusion crusted material.  In contrast, non-fusion crusted subsamples in the 
experiments of ref. (51) were found to carry three distinct components of NRM.  For 
these reasons, the samples in Morden's study were very likely contaminated with fusion 
crust.  The relatively strong paleointensities from the Morden study therefore probably 
reflect at least partly a TRM acquired in the Earth's magnetic field during atmospheric 
passage.  
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Collinson and Morden (12) also found evidence for extraterrestrial magnetism in 
HED meteorites, which they tentatively suggested was the product of a dynamo-
generated field.  However, with the exception of the eucrite Pecora Escarpment 82502, all 
the meteorites samples in their study did not exhibit unidirectional magnetization or 
stable AF demagnetization behavior.  On the other hand, Pecora Escarpment 82502, 
which showed the most promising magnetic properties, was recently found to have an 
oxygen isotopic composition anomalous with respect to most other HEDs, indicating that 
it is likely not from Vesta (52).  

In the present work, we aim to resolve the ambiguities of previous studies by 
performing a detailed study of a single meteorite with exceptionally high magnetic 
recording fidelity, ALHA81001.  Our magnetometer has a moment sensitivity more than 
a factor of 10 better compared to that of magnetometers used in most previous studies 
[e.g., ref. (10)] (see Section 3.1), which is important given the weak ferromagnetism of 
eucrites.  We conducted AF demagnetization up to ~3 times the maximum field level 
used in previous studies, allowing us to identify and characterize high-coercivity 
components of magnetization.  We also obtained the first radiometric ages for 
ALHA81001, which allow us to constrain when and how its NRM was acquired.  Finally, 
we performed detailed petrographic and geochemical analyses that allow us to further 
constrain its thermal history and mode of magnetization. 

 
2.  Description of ALHA81001 

 
2.1.  Our samples. ALHA81001 was found in the Allan Hills of Antarctica as 

a part of the US Antarctic Search for Meteorites (ANSMET) Program in 1981.  Its 
original mass was 52.9 g.  The meteorite is classified as weathering stage Ae, indicating 
"minor" rustiness with the presence of surface evaporites (53, 54), although weathering 
stages may be underestimated for eucrites due to their low metal content.  

 We received two non-mutually oriented samples of ALHA81001,48 from NASA 
Johnson Space Center (JSC) with masses of 748.2 and 221.9 mg in April, 2011 in a 
nonmagnetic shielded container.  With the exception of viscous remanent magnetization 
(VRM) acquisition experiments described below, all samples were subsequently kept in 
the MIT Paleomagnetism Laboratory magnetically shielded, class ~10,000 clean 
laboratory (DC field <150 nT) until complete the demagnetization of the NRM. 

We subsampled the two parent pieces of ALHA81001 using a diamond wire saw 
with a 220 µm diameter diamond impregnated wire.  Measurements of subsamples before 
and after cutting showed that the cutting process did not affect the NRM of the meteorite 
material by more than 5% of the magnetic moment.  We obtained nine mutually oriented 
subsamples from the larger piece of ALHA81001 and four from the smaller piece.  
Subsamples from the larger piece are denoted by A1 - A6 and B1 - B3 while those from 
the smaller piece are denoted by C1 - C4.  To subsample meteorite material near the 
fusion crust, we cut 4 slices of thickness 0.4-1.0 mm, each parallel to the plane of the 
fusion crust.  The subsamples taken closest to the surface contained fusion crust 
overlying small amounts of unmelted interior material. 

 
2.2.  Thermal history of ALHA81001.  To infer the timing of NRM acquisition in 

ALHA81001, we conducted 40Ar/39Ar and 38Ar/37Ar thermochronometry on three ~1 mg 
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whole-rock aliquots (a, b, and c) of ALHA81001 subsample ,48.  The experimental 
methods involved neutron irradiation for 50 hours in the Oregon State University TRIGA 
reactor in the Cadmium-Lined In-Core Irradiation Tube (CLICIT) facility, followed by 
sequential degassing experiments under high vacuum and mass spectrometry under static 
vacuum conditions at the Noble Gas Thermochronometry Lab at Berkeley 
Geochronology Center [see ref. (55) for complete analytical details].  Temperatures were 
controlled and measured to within ± 10˚C at each extraction.  Apparent 40Ar/39Ar ages 
were calculated relative to the Hb3gr fluence monitor [1081 million years (My) old] 
using the decay constants and standard calibration of refs. (56, 57) and isotope 
abundances of ref. (58) (full datasets appear in Table S1). Cosmic ray exposure ages were 
calculated from the ratio of cosmogenic 38Ar (38Arcos) to reactor-produced 37Ar (37ArCa) 
according to refs. (55, 59, 60); exposure ages and production rates are listed in Table S2. 

 The 40Ar/39Ar age spectra and apparent Ca/K spectra of all three aliquots are in 
good agreement with one another (Fig. S1).  Uniform Ca/K ratios observed in the initial 
19 heating steps indicate that the first 80% of the gas, corresponding to extraction 
temperatures of <933˚C, was dominantly extracted from a single mineral with uniform 
composition, whereas the final 20% was derived from a different phase with much higher 
Ca/K ratio.  We interpret this transition in Ca/K ratio as a threshold beyond which the Ar 
was extracted from the more retentive phase.  Since we ultimately seek an upper bound 
on permissible thermal conditions of ALHA81001, in our subsequent analysis we focus 
on the least retentive portion of the sample as observed in the initial 19 steps. The mean 
plateau 40Ar/39Ar age of the three aliquots, calculated from subsets of the initial 19 steps, 
indicates that ALHA81001 experienced a major, probably complete Ar degassing event 
at  million years ago (Ma).   

 The higher measured 40Ar/39Ar ratios for the lowest temperature releases from 
aliquots b and c (Fig. S1) are likely due to ejection of 39Ar during sample irradiation (i.e., 
recoil loss).  This is consistent with the small, ~1 µm characteristic grain size of 
plagioclase, which is likely the primary 40K-bearing phase in ALHA81001 (61).  Recoil 
loss of 39Ar from such small grains during the irradiation interval can result in over-
estimation of the age by several percent (62).   

From the fractional release of 39Ar and 37Ar (i.e., the nuclides produced via neutron 
irradiation that are most likely to be spatially uniform) observed in the first 19 steps of all 
three analyses, we calculated values of the apparent Ar diffusion coefficient (D) 
normalized to the effective radius of a spherical diffusion domain (a) at each step 
according to (49).  When plotted against extraction temperatures, calculated values of 
D/a2 for both isotopes from all three aliquots are in excellent agreement with one another 
in an Arrhenius plot (Fig. 3B).  This agreement indicates systematic Ar diffusion in each.  
However, the experiments do not reveal a single linear Arrhenius relationship, but rather 
two approximately linear relationships separated by a break in slope at ~550˚C.  Possible 
explanations for this pattern include a range in diffusion domain sizes (i.e., a) within each 
aliquot, or a slightly non-uniform spatial distribution of 37Ar and 39Ar due to diffusion 
during production in the nuclear reactor.  Although we cannot a priori distinguish 
between these scenarios, we take linear regressions to data collected below and above 
~550˚C to be upper and lower bounds on the activation energy, hence bounds on the 
effective kinetics of Ar diffusion from plagioclase (Table S3).  
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Under the assumption that the kinetics of Ar diffusion observed at laboratory 
conditions also apply to natural conditions, we test various thermal histories through 
geologic time that would result in the apparent spatial distribution of radiogenic             
40Ar (40Ar*) or cosmogenic 38Ar (38Arcos), as constrained by observed 40Ar*/39Ar and 
38Arcos/37Ar stepwise release spectra (e.g., Figs. 3A and 3C, Table S2).  We describe 
below a number of thermal modeling strategies to constrain permissible thermal 
conditions of sample ALHA81001 from the observed 40Ar/39Ar datasets (Table S1).   

 Although the simplest explanation of the datasets is that ALHA81001 experienced 
complete degassing of 40Ar at 3693 Ma, ALHA81001 may have been incompletely 
degassed at 3693 Ma and the elevated 40Ar/39Ar ratios from aliquots b and c at low 
temperature steps are due to retention of radiogenic 40Ar produced prior to that age.  
Incomplete degassing at 3693 Ma may suggest a lower temperature thermal event and 
thereby complicate determination of the age of the NRM (Fig. S2).  At high temperatures 
above ~1200˚C, the diffusivity of Ar in pyroxene increases dramatically.  Therefore, 
extremely short duration, high temperature thermal excursions can theoretically lead to 
more complete degassing of pyroxenes compared to plagioclase and silica glass, even if 
the latter phases degas at lower temperatures during progressive laboratory heating (59).  
However, the lower Ca/K ratio measured for the initial 80% of the 39Ar extracted at 
lowest temperature releases suggest that plagioclase, instead of pyroxene, is the dominant 
40K-bearing phase with the lowest retentivity.  Therefore, the higher 40Ar/39Ar ratios for 
aliquots b and c are more likely due to recoil and the 3693 Ma degassing event was likely 
complete.  

 The co-existence of ~1 µm wide plagioclase grains and pigeonite-augite 
exsolution lamellae suggests that although ALHA81001 underwent rapid primary 
crystallization, it was later reheated to >800˚C and subsequently cooled slowly (Fig. S3).  
The later reheating event would have been sufficient to fully degas 40Ar in the meteorite 
(Fig. S2).  Because magmatism on Vesta likely lasted for no longer than ~100 My (63), 
the degassing of ALHA81001 at 3693 Ma must be impact-induced.  An impact melt 
origin for ALHA81001 is also supported by our finding of a minor fraction (~1 vol. %) of 
relict, mosaicized pyroxene grains indicating that the precursor material for ALHA81001 
underwent shock above 30 GPa (Fig. S4) [although after crystallization ALHA81001 was 
not shocked to >5 GPa (21) as indicated by the low shock stage (S0-S1) groundmass].  
The two cooling events, rapid quenching followed by reheating and slow cooling, may 
have occurred during the same impact event which could have involved impact-melting 
followed by crystallization and then burial in a hot ejecta blanket.   

Alternatively, ALHA81001 may have crystallized as an impact melt before 3693 Ma 
and the 40Ar/39Ar age represents slow cooling after a second impact-induced thermal 
event, either from direct shock heating or from conductive heating in a hot ejecta blanket.  
However, the high maximum coercivity of the HC component (>290 mT) suggests that it 
is a total TRM (see Section 3.2), which requires heating to above the 780˚C Curie point 
of kamacite.  If these temperatures were directly produced by a shock, this would require 
pressures in excess of 30 GPa (64).  The unshocked groundmass in ALHA81001 (see 
above) therefore excludes the direct shock heating scenario.  On the other hand, burial at 
3693 Ma by a hot ejecta blanket may have led to high-temperature reheating of 
ALHA81001 without high-pressure shock.  However, assuming a flat contact surface, an 
ejecta blanket can only heat the underlying material to the mean temperature of the ejecta 
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sheet and the original surface.  Assuming an original surface temperature of 180 K, 
thermal diffusion calculations show that the ejecta blanket must have been at a 
temperature of >1650˚C to heat the surface to 780˚C (65).  Formation of a large deposit 
of such high temperature ejecta is unlikely given the slow impact velocities typical on 
Vesta (37).  Most likely, ALHA81001 is an impact melt that was quenched, buried, and 
slowly cooled in a single large impact event at 3693 Ma.  The several hundred years 
cooling timescale inferred from the width of pigeonite-augite exsolution lamellae 
therefore corresponds to the 3693 Ma age and to the acquisition of TRM at that time. 

 Subsequent thermal processing of ALHA81001 was insufficient to affect 
significantly the remanent magnetization of the meteorite.  Using the bounds on Ar 
diffusion kinetics described above, we modeled the expected 40Ar loss upon heating at 
1000 Ma, the probable age of ejection from Vesta (66), and 15 Ma, the measured 
minimum cosmic ray exposure (CRE) time for ALHA81001 (see Fig. 3A and Table S2).  
The true duration of the meteorite's residence on a small meteoroid may have been longer 
if it was buried at sufficient depth to attenuate the effects of cosmic ray bombardment.  
Assuming that the ALHA81001 meteoroid was a rapidly rotating blackbody, residence 
for 15 My at a solar orbital distance between 1 and 2.36 AU (equilibrium temperatures 
between -5 and -92˚C) is sufficient to explain the full extent of 40Ar loss, assuming that 
the true Ar diffusivity is closer to the lower end member of our derived range of 
permissible values.  Such temperatures are too low to cause full thermal remagnetization.  
Therefore, the HC magnetization, whose demagnetization characteristics suggest that it is 
a total TRM (see Sections 3.2 and 4.3), was most likely acquired during the 3693 Ma 
40Ar resetting event. 

 
2.3.  Ferromagnetic mineralogy and grain size. We utilized low and high 

temperature (5-1073 K) thermomagnetic analyses, superconducting quantum interference 
device (SQUID) microscopy, vibrating sample magnetometer (VSM), IRM acquisition 
and demagnetization, and electron microprobe analyses to constrain the magnetic 
mineralogy of ALHA81001.  Low temperature thermomagnetic data were acquired on a 
Quantum Design MPMS-XL system with maximum field of 7 T and minimum 
temperature of 5 K in the MIT Center for Materials Science and Engineering.  Using the 
SQUID Microscope in the MIT Paleomagnetism Laboratory (67), we mapped the 
magnetic field above a 8 mm × 9 mm × 30 µm thin section of ALHA81001 that was 
given a saturation IRM.  The magnetic field was measured at a vertical distance of 195 
µm above the thin section surface and was downward continued to a height of 145 µm 
(68), resulting in an effective horizontal spatial resolution of ~150 µm.  Electron 
microprobe analyses were performed on a JEOL-JXA-8200 Superprobe in the MIT 
Experimental Petrology Laboratory and a Zeiss NVision40 scanning electron microscope 
(SEM) in the Harvard Center for Nanoscale Systems (CNS) using secondary electron, 
backscattered electron, in-lens electron, election dispersive spectroscopy (EDS), and 
wavelength dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) detectors.  The maximum spatial resolution 
achieved with secondary electron imaging was ~10 nm.  Although the strong 
paramagnetic response of ALHA81001 prevented a high-fidelity measurement of its 
ferromagnetic hysteresis, we estimated its hysteresis parameters using a Princeton 
Micromag VSM at CEREGE.  IRM acquisition and demagnetization experiments were 
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conducted with the 2G Enterprises Superconducting Rock Magnetometer (SRM) 755 in 
the MIT Paleomagnetism Laboratory. 

 Analysis of the ferromagnetic hysteresis of ALHA81001 yielded an average ratio 
of saturation remanence to saturation magnetization (Mrs/Ms) of 0.081 and an average 
ratio of remanent coercive force to coercive force (Hrc/Hc) of 2.71.  Assuming shape-
anisotropy-dominated grains, the calculated hysteresis parameters indicate predominantly 
single-domain/pseudo-single-domain behavior with a possible superparamagnetic 
component (69).  Given these hysteresis properties, ALHA81001 exhibits distinctly more 
single-domain behavior than other HED meteorites, consistent with its uniquely very 
fine-grained, quenched texture. 

 Stepwise acquisition of a near-saturation IRM up to 2.7 T revealed two probable 
magnetic phases (Fig. S5). The first is fully saturated by ~0.4 T and the second is not 
fully saturated by 2.7 T in two of three subsamples.  We performed the Lowrie test 
[thermal demagnetization of IRM of different strengths applied perpendicularly (70)] on 
two subsamples (Fig. S6).  The sample exhibited two probable Curie points at 320-350˚C 
and >700˚C.  The phase with the lower Curie temperature is carried by high-coercivity 
grains blocked above 2.7 T.  We interpret the low coercivity, high Curie temperature 
phase to be an FeNi mineral and the high coercivity, low Curie temperature phase to be 
an iron sulfide phase, which has Curie temperature near 320˚C and maximum coercivity 
in excess of 2 T (71, 72).   

 We conducted electron microscopy analyses in an effort to characterize further 
the ferromagnetic mineralogy of ALHA81001.  Characteristic x-rays analyzed using EDS 
and WDS detectors (resolution ~1 µm) revealed that the meteorite contains 1 to 3 µm 
diameter grains of ilmenite and iron sulfide and 100 nm to 2 µm diameter grains of Al-
bearing chromite (Figs. S3 and S7).  Our quantitative WDS analyses on 11 iron sulfide 
grains (up to 3 µm diameter) found that all measured grains have composition within 
error of that of stoichiometric troilite (FeS), which is nominally antiferromagnetic.  
However, stoichiometric troilite may still be able to carry defect remanence and may be 
responsible for the observed Curie point at 320-350˚C (73).  At the same time, due to the 
small sizes of some iron sulfide grains, the uncertainty in composition for several 
analyses is up to several atomic percent in each element, allowing the possibility of 
remanence-carrying Fe-deficient sulfide (74).  The ~1 µm characteristic size of FeS 
grains is consistent with the single-domain/pseudo-single-domain magnetic hysteresis of 
ALHA81001. 

 Our electron microprobe analysis also showed that ALHA81001 contains Al-
bearing chromite, which likely has a Curie temperature equal to or less than the 90 K 
Curie point of stoichiometric chromite (FeCr2O4) (75).  Ilmenite in ALHA81001 has a 
near-stoichiometric composition of Fe1.0Ti0.96Mn0.04O3, which is weakly ferromagnetic 
below its Curie temperature of ~60 K (72).  Therefore, neither chromite or ilmenite likely 
contributes to the room temperature ferromagnetism of ALHA81001. 

 These electron microprobe results are consistent with our low temperature 
magnetic data.  Thermal demagnetization of a saturation IRM acquired at 5 K (Fig. S8A) 
shows a distinct Curie point between 80 and 90 K, which likely reflects a mixture of 
ilmenite and chromite magnetization.  The lack of transitions at ~120 K and 258 K 
suggest that magnetite (Fe3O4) and hematite (Fe2O3), which can form due to terrestrial 
weathering, are not significant contributors to the magnetization of ALHA81001 (72, 76).  
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The lack of a 35 K transition suggests the absence of stoichiometric monoclinic 
pyrrhotite (Fe7S8), although non-stoichiometric composition, small sulfide grain size and 
the presence of other phases often render the transition inconspicuous (72). 

 Although our low resolution (~1 µm) compositional analyses using EDS and 
WDS identified no phase that can account for the high Curie temperature ferromagnetic 
phase in ALHA81001, high resolution (<20 nm) secondary electron imaging revealed the 
presence of a small population of apparently high atomic number objects with diameters 
<20 nm in the silica-rich portions of the mesostasis found between larger pyroxene 
phenocrysts (Fig. S7).  The size range of these bright objects is consistent with single-
domain FeNi metal.  Smaller single-domain and superparamagnetic [<8 nm, (72)] FeNi 
grains may also be present but would be difficult to identify due to the resolution limits of 
the SEM.  The lack of larger, multidomain (>20 nm) high atomic number objects is 
consistent with the strongly single-domain and superparamagnetic state of the magnetic 
phase in ALHA81001 as indicated by low temperature demagnetization and viscous 
remanent magnetization (VRM) acquisition experiments (see below).  We therefore 
interpret these objects as the FeNi grains responsible for carrying high temperature 
remanence in ALHA81001, although particulate contamination and topography on the 
surface of the thin section may account for some of the apparent high atomic number 
objects.   In any case, the high Curie temperature (>700˚C) of the low coercivity phase 
strongly suggests the presence of FeNi in ALHA81001. 

 Assuming that the nanometer-scale, high-atomic-number grains are FeNi metal, 
they can exist in at least three different ferromagnetic phases: kamacite (α-FeNi), taenite 
(γ2-FeNi), tetrataenite (γ''-FeNi), or awaruite (γ'-FeNi3) (77).  While both kamacite and 
taenite are capable of recording a primary TRM, tetrataenite forms due to Ni diffusion 
through the taenite lattice during slow annealing below 320˚C.  During this process, the 
material develops strong magnetocrystalline anisotropy, which may lead to 
remagnetization of any pre-existing remanence (78).  Although the maximum size of the 
inferred FeNi grains in ALHA81001 is too small to allow quantitative constraints on 
composition, we infer that they are most likely kamacite or taenite instead of tetrataenite 
for three reasons.  First, the unidirectionality of NRM in ALHA81001 across 0.9 cm is 
inconsistent with the observed incoherence of tetrataenite magnetization at the millimeter 
scale (78).  Second, heating of a subsample to 550˚C, at which temperature tetrataenite 
transforms to taenite, did not induce a dramatic transformation from single-domain to 
multidomain magnetization as is observed in tetrataenite-bearing samples (79).  A third 
argument against the presence of tetrataenite and in favor of kamacite in particular is that 
previous paleomagnetic studies of eucrites have found kamacite to be the main room 
temperature ferromagnetic mineral (10, 12, 80), consistent with the reduced oxidation 
state and low nickel composition of eucrites (81, 82).  FeNi phases with high Ni content 
such as taenite and tetrataenite have been found in very few unbrecciated eucrites (e.g., 
NWA 011, EET 92023, and EET 92004), all of which either have anomalous oxygen 
isotopic compositions (suggesting that they are from a different parent body than Vesta) 
or are suspected to be clasts from mesosiderites (61, 83).  Awaruite has not been 
identified in HED meteorites.  The lack of a ~620˚C Curie point in our Lowrie test (Fig. 
S6) provides further evidence against the presence of awaruite (84).  

 Due to the small size range for single-domain grains [~10-20 nm (72)] and the 
high metal content of most extraterrestrial rocks, most kamacite-bearing samples are 
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dominated by multidomain grains.  In contrast, the fast cooling rate and low metal 
content in ALHA81001 have resulted in the apparent absence of multidomain grains and 
the presence of a population of superparamagnetic grains.  Our thermal demagnetization 
of a saturation IRM acquired at 5 K found that grains blocked between 150 and 300 K 
carry a magnetization of  Am2kg-1, which is equivalent to ~17% of the saturation 
IRM at room temperature and indicates the presence of a significant population of 
superparamagnetic grains (Fig. S8B).  Further evidence for the presence of 
superparamagnetic grains comes from the high efficiency of VRM acquisition, measured 
to be ~0.03% of the saturation IRM per log10(s) (see Section 3.5).  Such a high rate of 
VRM acquisition is a factor of ~5-15 greater than has been observed for multidomain 
kamacite-bearing lunar rocks (55, 85) but is similar (to within 10%) to the glassy lunar 
regolith breccia 14313 (86).  Similarly, the ratio of low field susceptibility to saturation 
magnetization (χ0/Ms), for which a high value indicates single-domain and 
superparamagnetic magnetization, is  T-1 for ALHA81001, a high value for 
kamacite-bearing lunar rocks but nearly identical to that of regolith breccia 14313 (87).  
This lunar sample has been shown to contain a mixture of mostly single-domain and 
some superparamagnetic kamacite.  Furthermore, its ferromagnetic mineralogy has a 
similar impact melt origin as that of ALHA81001 (88).  These affinities between the 
magnetic and petrographic properties of ALHA81001 and lunar regolith breccia 14313 
suggest that the latter may serve as an analog to the ferromagnetic mineralogy of 
ALHA81001.  The significant superparamagnetic component of ALHA81001 suggests 
the presence of fine ferromagnetic grains with low blocking temperatures that may 
explain the relatively large loss of moment below ~300˚C.   

 The remanence-carrying iron sulfide phase in ALHA81001 may be stoichiometric 
troilite with a defect moment or iron-deficient sulfide in small grains with unconstrained 
composition.  We argue for a preterrestrial origin of these minerals using six lines of 
evidence.  First, troilite is ubiquitously observed in HED meteorites, while primary Fe-
deficient sulfide (pyrrhotite) has also been observed in a number of unweathered HED 
falls (89, 90).  Second, although terrestrial oxidation is known to affect sulfides, the 
principal products of the process are iron oxides and oxyhydroxides (e.g., maghemite, 
magnetite, and goethite) instead of ferromagnetic iron sulfides (76, 91, 92).  We do not 
observe these phases in ALHA81001 (see below).  Third, textures produced by this 
weathering process, such as oxide- and clay-filled microfractures and staining of silicates 
surrounding iron sulfide grains (93, 94), are not observed in our optical petrographic or 
electron microscopy analyses (Fig. S7B), even at ~20 nm resolution.  Fourth, the 
stoichiometric or near-stoichiometric troilite compositions from our quantitative WDS 
measurements are inconsistent with terrestrial weathering, which produces sulfides with 
Fe content as low as Fe0.46S0.54 (95).  Fifth, the relatively flat rare earth element (REE) 
abundances of ALHA81001 compared to CI chondrites, particularly the lack of Ce 
enrichment, suggests the lack of oxidation in the metal and sulfide phases (96, 97).  In 
contrast, weathered Antarctic eucrites show overall depletion of REEs, large variations in 
the relative abundances of REEs, and large, usually positive Ce anomalies (98).  

 Sixth, we observed a similar remanence-bearing sulfide phase in Millbillillie, an 
unweathered eucrite fall.  We extracted three small subsamples consisting of pure interior 
material from a large sample of Millbillillie provided by the Western Australia Museum.  
The three subsamples, called M1, M2, and M3, have masses of 382.5 mg, 227.9 mg, and 
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126.8 mg, respectively.  Similar to our thermal demagnetization of saturation IRM 
experiment (Lowrie test) for ALHA81001 (Fig. S6A), we imparted a 2.5 T remanence to 
each sample in the east direction followed by a 1.05 T remanence in the up direction.  All 
kamacite grains, which have maximum coercivities of ~1.05 T (86), should have been 
magnetized in the up direction, while a portion of sulfide grains, which may have higher 
coercivities (71), were magnetized in the east direction.  During stepwise thermal 
demagnetization, the high coercivity (>1.05 T) component of magnetization shows a 
distinct Curie point at 320˚C - 350˚C, which is identical to the demagnetization behavior 
of ALHA81001 (Fig. S6C).  Given that Millbillillie is a highly shocked eucrite 
containing impact melt veins with potentially similar petrography as ALHA81001 (99), 
the similarity between the magnetic mineralogy of the two eucrites may be expected.
 Other weathering phases such as maghemite, magnetite, goethite, and hematite 
are also unlikely to be present in ALHA81001.  As mentioned above, there is no SEM or 
optical petrographic evidence for iron oxides or corrosion textures around sulfides.  
Furthermore, the high maximum coercivities, even for the low coercivity phase (~0.4 T), 
are inconsistent with maghemite and magnetite (70).  Furthermore, the low coercivity 
phase has a Curie temperature of >700˚C (Fig. S6), which is higher than the inversion or 
Curie temperatures of maghemite and magnetite.  Hematite requires a very high degree of 
weathering and is very rarely observed in Antarctic meteorites (91).  Furthermore, both 
observed Curie temperatures of ALHA81001 are inconsistent with that of hematite.  The 
high coercivity of goethite is consistent with that of the high coercivity phase in 
ALHA81001.  However, a Curie temperature at 120˚C is not clearly observed in our data 
(Fig. S6).  More importantly, given that the lowest blocking temperature of the HC/HT 
component is above 150˚C, any presence of goethite does not change our interpretation of 
this magnetization.  Summarizing these lines of evidence, we observe no signs of 
terrestrial weathering in ALHA81001 and find that the magnetic mineralogy of 
ALHA81001 is fully consistent with that of an unweathered eucrite.   

 High resolution (~150 µm) SQUID microscopy maps of ALHA81001 (Fig. S9) 
show that magnetization due to a strong field IRM in ALHA81001 is associated with the 
fine-grained mesostasis material found in between larger lathes of mostly pyroxene (Fig. 
S10).  The mesostasis consists of finely intergrown (1-10 µm width) plagioclase and 
silica with accessory troilite and ilmenite.  Metal is thought to have been one of the last 
phases to have crystallized in eucrites (100) and therefore is also expected to be 
concentrated in the mesostasis of ALHA81001.  Sulfide grains larger than ~1 µm in size 
show no statistically significant preferential distribution within areas of high 
magnetization, although the finer grain texture of mesostasis regions may contain higher 
concentrations of smaller sulfide grains.  Therefore, the SQUID microscopy maps 
provide further evidence that one source of magnetization is the nanometer-scale grains 
of high atomic number material, probably kamacite, found embedded in the silica-rich 
portions of the mesostasis (e.g., Fig. S7).  Furthermore, because chromite is only spatially 
associated with the pyroxene phases in ALHA81001, this distribution of magnetization 
also confirms that chromite in ALHA81001 is not ferromagnetic at room temperature.   
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3.  Magnetization Measurements 
 
3.1. Measurement and demagnetization methodology. Most measurements of 

magnetization were performed on a 2G Enterprises SRM 755 in the MIT Paleomagnetism 
Laboratory, which has an intrinsic sensitivity of ~  Am2.  In practice, because 
subsamples were mounted on 3 mm diameter GE 124 quartz rods or 25 mm diameter GE 
124 quartz disks with cyanoacrylate or double-sided tape, the minimum distinguishable 
sample moment was  Am2.  For very weak samples, extra care was taken to 
reduce the moments of the sample mount to  Am2.  

 Most subsamples were demagnetized using three-axis AF demagnetization, which 
has several key advantages over thermal demagnetization for analyzing extraterrestrial 
samples (55).  To reduce spurious ARM noise, we made repeat three-axis AF 
applications (up to 4 times, depending on the field level) and calculated the vector mean 
for each field level.  Moment measurements were made after AF application along each 
of the three orthogonal axes and then averaged to reduce the effects of gyroremanent 
magnetization (GRM) following the Zijderveld-Dunlop method (13, 101).  NRM 
component directions were estimated using principal component analysis (PCA) (102). 

 
3.2. AF demagnetization. All subsamples that contain fusion crust material 

(subsamples A1, B1, and C1) carry a distinct high coercivity component of magnetization 
(HCf) not present in samples from deeper inside the meteorite (Figs. 1 and S11 and Table 
S4).  Subsamples deeper than 2.0 mm away from the surface of the meteorite 
(subsamples A4 - A6, B2 - B3, C3 - C4, which we refer to as "interior subsamples") 
exhibit a unidirectional HC component divergent in direction from the HCf component 
(Fig. 1). This is consistent with remagnetization of only the exterior of the meteorite 
during atmospheric entry.  Further evidence for this is provided by the intermediate 
material from between 0.7 and 2.0 mm of the surface (subsamples A2 and A3), which 
have intermediate magnetization directions that are likely a mixture of HCf 
magnetization acquired during atmospheric entry and preterrestrial HC magnetization 
(Fig. 1).  In summary, ALHA81001 passes a fusion crust baked contact test (13), 
indicating that the meteorite interior HC magnetization is preterrestrial (see Sections 4.2 
and 4.3 for further discussion of the origin of the HC component). 

Interior subsamples exhibit a narrow range of NRM intensities between  and 
 Am2kg-1.  The ratio of these NRM intensities to saturation IRM (the REM 

ratio) is ~ , which is consistent with a TRM acquired in weak fields and 
inconsistent with an IRM due to strong field sources such as hand magnets (42).  This is 
consistent with the multicomponent IRM and ARM paleointensities (see Section 3.4) 

The LC and MC components, which we interpret to be terrestrial VRM (see Section 
4.2), are present in and unidirectional across all subsamples from the larger parent sample 
with the exception of the fusion crusted subsample A1, which lacks a clear MC 
component (Fig. 1).  The LC and MC components for the twelve remaining subsamples 
show moderate scatter with a Fisher precision parameter (103)  = 9.6 and 11.3, 
respectively (Table S4).   

AF demagnetization removes the LC component in all subsamples by 3 mT.  The 
MC component in interior subsamples began to demagnetize at between 16 and 21 mT 
and was completely removed by between 63 and 72 mT.  The MC component in fusion 
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crust and intermediate subsamples is blocked over a narrower range of coercivities 
between 15 mT and 61 mT (Fig. S11, Table S4).  Most subsamples experienced little to 
no demagnetization between 3 mT and the beginning of the MC component.  

The interior HC component, which likely represents extraterrestrial magnetization 
(see Section 4.3 below), is found in all interior subsamples of both parent samples.  This 
component is found to be highly unidirectional ( =235) across five mutually oriented 
subsamples in the larger parent sample separated by up to 0.9 cm. 

During AF demagnetization, the HC component is isolated after AF 
demagnetization to between 63 and 72 mT and, in the case of three subsamples, is not 
fully demagnetized even by 290 mT, the maximum level achievable with our AF 
demagnetization system.  The magnetization decays to the origin, indicating that it 
represents a primary remanence.  We quantify the degree to which the HC component 
trends to the origin by comparing the deviation angle (DANG) and the maximum angular 
deviation (MAD) (104).  The first quantity, DANG, is the angular difference between the 
non-origin-constrained best-fit vector along the HC component according to PCA and the 
vector from the origin to the centroid of data points that make up the HC component.  
The second quantity, MAD, is the angular error to the PCA fit to the HC component.  If 
DANG < MAD, then the agreement between the best-fit trend of the HC component and 
the closest-fit true origin-crossing trend is less than the error of the best-fit trend, 
qualitatively suggesting that the measured trend is truly origin-crossing.  For all 5 interior 
subsamples from the larger parent sample, DANG < MAD (mean values are 6.9˚ and 
13.4˚, respectively).  The HC component of magnetization therefore appears to be true 
origin trending magnetization, consistent with its being the highest coercivity (i.e., 
characteristic) component in ALHA81001.  At the same time, the remaining intensity of 
the HC component after demagnetization to 290 mT is ~5%, which is similar to the ~7% 
moment remaining for a saturation IRM demagnetized to the same level (Fig. S12).  This 
further suggests that the HC component is a primary remanence that is blocked up to the 
Curie point of ALHA81001. 

 Because only two interior subsamples were extracted from the smaller parent 
sample (C3 and C4), there are insufficient statistics for a quantitatively meaningful 
estimate of the scatter of the directions of magnetization components in these 
subsamples.  Furthermore, the smaller sizes of these subsamples lead to greater 
uncertainty both in determining their mutual orientation (within ~10˚) and in the precise 
measurement of their magnetization direction.  Both interior subsamples show non-
unidirectional low coercivity components and moderately unidirectional medium and 
high coercivity components (angular separations between magnetization in the two 
subsamples for the LC, MC, and HC components are 107˚, 37˚, and 23˚, respectively).  
The wide scatter of the LC component (removed below 10 mT during AF 
demagnetization) suggests that this component in the smaller parent sample is a weak 
IRM overprint. Although the two parent samples of ALHA81001 are not mutually 
oriented, the unidirectionality of the MC and HC components within each sample and the 
agreement between the mean angular separation between the two components (76˚ 20˚ 
and 61˚ 12˚ for the larger and smaller pieces, respectively, with uncertainties given as 
95% confidence intervals) suggest that both the MC and HC components are 
unidirectional across the two parent samples. 
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3.3.  Thermal demagnetization.  We also performed thermal demagnetization of the 
NRM of an interior subsample (B2).  Using a calibrated mixture of H2 and CO2 gas, the 
oxygen fugacity in the sample oven was set to 0.5 log units below the iron-wüstite buffer 
in an effort to reduce the alteration of kamacite in the subsample (100, 105). The 
thermally demagnetized subsample, B2, was first AF demagnetized to 15 mT in order to 
remove any possible IRM overprints.  This completely removed the LC component.  The 
MC component was then observed to demagnetize between 75 and 150˚C, while the 
HC/HT component decayed between 150 and 275˚C, at which point directional 
coherence of the magnetization was lost (Fig. S11A).  Another interior subsample 
imparted with a high-field laboratory ARM (AC field of 280 mT, DC bias field of 50 µT) 
showed a similar rate of decay upon thermal demagnetization in the same controlled 
atmosphere (Fig. S13).  Directional coherence was also lost at between 225˚C and 275˚C.  
Although the 275˚C temperature at which the NRM direction becomes unstable is well 
below the Curie point of kamacite, the similarity between the NRM and ARM 
demagnetization patterns suggests that this is a result of sample alteration or the 
predominance of the ferromagnetic sulfide phase over kamacite rather than the NRM 
being a 275˚C partial TRM.  The demagnetization of saturation IRM also shows that the 
blocking temperature spectrum of magnetic minerals in ALHA81001 is strongly biased 
towards low temperatures (Figs. S6 and S14), and its similarity to the demagnetization of 
NRM suggests that all grain populations in ALHA81001 were magnetized.  The 
occurrence of alteration is supported by the observation that the saturation IRM intensity 
of the subsample heated to 350˚C was factor of 6 greater than that of unheated 
subsamples (Fig. S15), suggesting that mineralogical changes have taken place.  Such 
sample alteration has been previously commonly observed for kamacite and sulfide-
bearing samples such as lunar rocks and most eucrites (24) and may be due to difference 
in the oxygen fugacity of the sample's formation environment compared to that of the 
laboratory oven where the sample was heated.  Therefore, 275˚C represents only a lower 
limit on the upper bound of the HC component's true blocking temperature range.   

 
3.4.  Paleointensities.  To constrain the strength of the magnetic field in which 

ALHA81001 was magnetized, we conducted three sets of multicomponent paleointensity 
experiments.  We performed experiments with ARM acquisition, AF demagnetization of 
saturation IRM, and thermal demagnetization of saturation IRM.  We did not perform 
Thellier-Thellier dual-heating paleointensity experiments because the sample alteration 
that we observed during thermal demagnetization renders the necessary partial TRM 
acquisition steps unreliable.  We also performed one ARM demagnetization 
paleointensity experiment on subsample A5.   

 For each component of the magnetization in each subsample, the ARM 
acquisition paleointensity is given by (24): 

 

where  is the paleointensity,  is the bias field of the ARM,  is the 
ARM moment acquired in the AF range of the component of magnetization, and  is the 
ratio of ARM to TRM acquired in the same background field.  Because ARM 
paleointensity estimates are most accurate when the laboratory bias field is similar to the 
paleofield intensity (106), we conducted these experiments using  = 50 µT.  The 
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value of  is on the order of unity but typically varies by up to a factor of 3-5 depending 
on lithology [see below and refs. (7, 55, 101, 107) for a more complete discussion].  In 
the absence of heating experiments to calibrate the value of f for ALHA81001 (which are 
prevented by sample alteration during heating; see Section 3.3), we assume a value of 

=1.34 (55).   
 An ARM demagnetization paleointensity determination is similar to that of ARM 

acquisition except a high AF level ARM (280 mT) is acquired and then AF 
demagnetized, with  in the paleointensity function referring to the ARM lost 
during AF demagnetization in a given AF range.  We found no systematic difference in 
the paleointensities inferred from ARM acquisition and ARM demagnetization 
experiments on subsample A5 and use only the ARM acquisition procedure on other 
subsamples. 

 Similar to ARM paleointensities experiments, the ratio between change in NRM 
and IRM can also be used to estimate paleofield strengths (55): 

 

where  is the paleointensity in µT,  is the vector-subtracted change in 
NRM magnitude in the component's AF or thermal demagnetization interval and  
is the change in a saturation IRM when demagnetized through the same interval, and a is 
the ratio of IRM to low-field TRM in this interval.  In the case of the HC/HT component, 
because the remanence is primary and origin-trending (see Section 3.2), 

€ 

ΔNRM  and 

€ 

ΔIRM  are taken to be the remaining NRM and IRM at the lowest AF level or 
temperature at which the HC/HT component is isolated [the REMc method (108)].  The 
calibration factor a may typically vary by a factor of 3-5 depending on the rock type [see 
below and refs. (7, 55, 101, 109) for a more complete discussion].  Due to the absence of 
direct measurements of IRM/TRM ratio for ALHA81001 (which are prevented by sample 
alteration during heating; see Section 3.3), for this study we adopt a value of a=  
(42). 

 We obtained IRM paleointensities using both thermal and AF demagnetization of 
the NRM and a saturation IRM.  We performed thermal demagnetization of NRM on one 
interior subsample (B2; see Section 3.3).  Due to heating alteration, we could not impart 
and thermally demagnetize a saturation IRM on the same subsample.  Therefore, thermal 
demagnetization curves for a saturation IRM (7 T) were obtained from two other interior 
subsamples (A4 and A6).  Due to the similarities in the demagnetization curves (Fig. 
S14B) and the similar paleointensities derived from using subsample A4 or A6 to 
calculate 

€ 

ΔIRM  (Table S6), we conclude that the paleointensities derived from this 
method are robust. 

 We performed AF demagnetization of both NRM and saturation IRM on two 
fusion crusted (A1 and B1) and two interior subsamples (A5 and B3).  However, three 
other interior subsamples (B2, A4, and A6) and one intermediate sample (A3) were 
subjected to heating before we imparted a saturation IRM.  Therefore, among interior and 
intermediate subsamples, reliable AF demagnetization of IRM paleointensities are only 
available for the subsamples A5 and B3.  Because we calculate the paleointensity of the 
HT component using remaining NRM and IRM at 150˚C, the result is unlikely to be 
affected by mineralogical alteration that occurs at higher temperatures.  
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 Interior subsamples paleointensities obtained with the IRM and ARM methods 
agree to within the uncertainties of the methods for all three components of the NRM 
(Fig. S16, Tables S5 and S6).  However, since only the HC component is a probable 
TRM (see Section 4.3), only the results for this component represent true paleofield 
intensities.  We find that, for the interior subsamples, the ARM method yields an average 
paleointensity of 12 µT, the thermal demagnetization of IRM yields an average value of 
11 µT, and the AF demagnetization of IRM yields 14 µT.  The mean paleointensity 
derived from these three methods is ~12 µT.  Previous calibrations of a and f on samples 
subjected to thermal paleointensity experiments suggest that these empirical factors may 
vary by a factor of several among samples with different lithologies.  Lunar samples have 
been observed with 

€ 

a = 275  (resulting in paleointensities 10

€ 

×  lower than our values) and 
at least two lunar samples have been found to have a less than 1200 (paleointensities 
>3

€ 

×  lower) (109).  Values as high as 9 have been observed for f (paleointensities >6

€ 

×  
lower) (107).  Following (55), we adopt a factor of 5 as our uncertainty, giving ~2 µT as 
a lower bound on the true paleointensity of the magnetic field in which ALHA81001 was 
magnetized.  

 Fusion crusted subsamples have significantly lower apparent paleointensities 
relative to interior subsamples (Fig. S17, Tables S5 and S6).  As in the case of interior 
samples, only the HCf is a probable TRM.  Its weak paleointensities (< 10 µT) are 
anomalous compared to the majority of meteorite studies, where fusion crust 
magnetization is usually stronger than that of interior samples [e.g., (8)] and typically 
have paleointensities consistent with Earth's ~50 µT field.  These differences may be due 
to incomplete remagnetization of part of the material in fusion crusted subsamples, which 
would lead to mixing of the widely divergent HC and HCf magnetizations and partial 
cancellation of magnetization.  The intermediate NRM directions recorded in the 
intermediate subsamples (Fig. 1) suggest that such mixing of magnetization component 
has occurred and likely accounts for the weak paleointensities in those subsamples.  The 
weak fusion crusted and intermediate subsample paleointensities may also be due to 
rotation or tumbling of the meteoroid during atmospheric entry. 

Magnetic anisotropy in bulk samples can affect the results of IRM and ARM 
paleointensities (110).  To assess this possibility, we measured the IRM and ARM 
anisotropy of ALHA81001 by magnetizing a subsample along each of the three mutually 
perpendicular axes with a moderate field IRM (80 mT) and ARM (AC field of 80 mT and 
DC bias field of 0.2 mT).  The resulting degree of anisotropy, P, is defined as the ratio 
between the highest and lowest eigenvalues of the anisotropy tensor and reflects the 
extent to which remanence acquisition is dependent on the orientation of the subsample 
relative to the magnetizing field.   Our experiments measured P = 1.07 for both ARM and 
IRM.  Following ref. (110), this means that anisotropy corrections to the paleointensity 
values in Table S5 are at most 7%.  This error is much smaller than the systemic 
uncertainties due to the calibration constants and the variation among subsamples.  We 
therefore have not applied anisotropy corrections to our paleointensity results.  

 
3.5.  Pressure remanent magnetization (PRM) and VRM experiments.  To 

assess the origin of each component of magnetization, we subjected several demagnetized 
subsamples to laboratory PRM and VRM acquisition experiments.  We then compared 
the resulting laboratory magnetizations to the observed NRM.  
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 Although ALHA81001 was never shocked to above 5 GPa following its primary 
crystallization as an impact melt, shock pressures below this limit can still produce shock 
remanent magnetization (SRM) (111).  To simulate such a process, we imparted a 
laboratory PRM to subsample B3 following AF demagnetization of its NRM in the 
paleomagnetism laboratory at CEREGE in Aix-en-Provence, France.  The subsample was 
placed in a Teflon cup immersed in polyethylsiloxane fluid to insure even distribution of 
pressure.  A press was used to bring the subsample and fluid to the designated peak 
pressure and a laboratory-generated field of 750 µT was turned on.  The pressure was 
then released over the course of ~1 minute.  The subsample was then subjected to AF 
demagnetization until the newly imparted magnetization was removed.  We repeated this 
process for a set of increasing pressures (0.36, 0.72, 1.08, 1.49, and 1.8 GPa).  Note that 
although the timescale of our pressure application is longer than expected for a true 
impact-generated shock remanent magnetization (SRM), SRM acquisition experiments 
have been observed to produce similarly soft and weak (17 to 36% of a TRM in the same 
background field) remanence as shocks in the <5 GPa range (111).  We therefore regard 
our PRM acquisition experiments as an adequate simulation of true weak-pressure (<5 
GPa) SRM.  We find that both the intensity and magnetic hardness of the acquired PRM 
increases linearly with the peak applied pressure (Fig. S18).  

 ALHA81001 may have acquired a VRM due to exposure to the terrestrial 
magnetic field during its residence in Antarctica or its storage at JSC since 1981.  
Although the terrestrial residence age of ALHA81001 has not been measured, those of 
other eucrites from the Allan Hills have been measured to be between 15 and 310 
thousand years (ky) (112).  We consider these values to be the lower and upper bounds of 
the terrestrial age of ALHA81001 in the subsequent analysis.  There is also the possibility 
that the meteorite may have also acquired an extraterrestrial VRM on its parent body.   

 To constrain the efficiency of VRM acquisition, we placed one undemagnetized 
interior subsample of ALHA81001 (B2, prior to thermal demagnetization experiments) in 
the terrestrial field (46 µT) for a period of 13 days and 6 hours.  The sample was then 
quickly returned to the magnetically shielded room (field <150 nT) and the decay of its 
VRM was monitored over the course of 6 days (Fig. S19).  Using the fact that the rate of 
VRM decay is typically similar to that of VRM acquisition within a factor of 1-3 (72), we 
used the measured VRM decay constant to estimate the expected magnitude of VRM 
acquired during difference periods in the history of the meteorite.  We made the 
approximation that the acquisition of VRM varies linearly with logarithmic time.  The 
accuracy of such an assumption varies with rock type (113).  We therefore also assumed 
a quadratic dependence of VRM on logarithmic time in order to constrain the possible 
error due to our assumption of linear dependence.  

 
4.  Origin of the NRM 

 
4.1.  Motivation. Our scientific interpretations rest on the inference that the HC/HT 

magnetization of interior samples, which remains stable to >290 mT and is blocked to 
>275˚C, is a TRM produced by cooling in ambient magnetic fields on the surface of 
Vesta.  In this section, we present evidence to support this view.  
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4.2.  Origin of the LC and MC components.  As described in Section 3.2, both the 
LC and MC magnetizations are unidirectional across all subsamples of the larger parent 
sample except for the fusion crusted subsample A1, which lacks a clear MC component.  
Furthermore, an MC-like component is quasi-unidirectional across the smaller parent 
sample.  This unidirectionality is consistent with a VRM origin for both components.  
Furthermore, the observed degree of scatter in directions is expected for a VRM since the 
orientation of the meteorite with respect to the local field may have varied during the 
course of VRM acquisition.   

 The LC and MC components are present in fusion crust, intermediate, and interior 
subsamples.  The presence of the LC and MC magnetization in the fusion crusted 
subsamples cannot be explained by the inclusion of interior material on these subsamples.  
This is because the presence of mixed HC/HCf magnetization in the intermediate depth 
subsamples (A2 and A3) implies that the HC component in these samples has been 
partially overprinted (Fig. 1).  Given that the MC component is completely removed 
during thermal demagnetization at temperatures below that at which the HC component 
begins to be demagnetized (Fig. S11A), the most heated portion of the intermediate 
samples must have had the entirety of any purported MC component removed during 
atmospheric entry.  The fusion crusted subsamples themselves encountered even stronger 
atmospheric heating than the intermediate subsamples and therefore could not have 
retained any existing MC magnetization from before atmospheric entry.  Therefore, the 
presence of the LC and MC components in the fusion crusted subsamples requires that 
these components were acquired after arrival on Earth.  The LC and MC components are 
therefore extremely unlikely to be SRM, as atmospheric passage does not provide 
sufficient pressure to significantly alter the magnetization of small meteoroids (114).  
Small meteoroids such as ALHA81001 with a mass of only 52.9 g impact the ground at 
velocities below ~20 m s-1, which is insufficient to cause remagnetization upon landing 
(115).  Finally, the AF demagnetization spectrum of the MC component is inconsistent 
with an IRM or a PRM (Fig. S19).  

 The blocking temperature range of the MC component also strongly suggests a 
VRM origin.  According to Néel theory for the relaxation of single-domain pyrrhotite and 
kamacite grains (25, 26), a VRM acquired over 15 to 310 ky in the -30˚C mean annual 
temperature of the Allan Hills (116) should be removed by lab heating to between room 
temperature and ~145˚C for a heating interval of s, which is fully consistent 
with the observed removal of the MC magnetization between room temperature and 
150˚C (Fig. S11A). 

 The intensities of the LC and MC magnetizations are also consistent with 
terrestrial VRMs.  Empirically, for grain size distributions that are not grossly non-
uniform, the magnitude of VRM acquisition is approximately constant over each fixed 
interval of log time (72): 

 

where  is the viscosity coefficient,  is the magnitude of a VRM (in this case 
the mass-specific moment), and  is time.  As such, values of  plotted against the 
logarithm of time (Fig. S19) should lie roughly along a line of slope S.  Although our 
VRM decay experiment initially exhibits non-linear behavior, the trend becomes linear 
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for times greater than ~1 hour after the beginning of VRM decay.  Using data from this 
time interval, we estimate a viscosity coefficient for ALHA81001 of: 

. 

This constant can then be used to estimate the VRM acquired during various stages 
of the meteorite's history.  To check the robustness of our predicted VRM intensities 
using the linear fit described above, we use an alternative quadratic fit to the VRM 
acquired as a function of logarithmic time (55), which corresponds to the following 
governing expression for VRM acquisition: 

. 

 Beginning with the most recent exposure to a background field, a VRM acquired 
during a maximum of 30 years of storage at JSC followed by 8 months of decay in our 
magnetically shielded room should have a maximum specific moment of  
Am2kg-1 according to the linear fit and  Am2kg-1 according to the quadratic fit. 
These values are upper limits because they assume that the meteorite was kept in the 
same position relative to ambient fields during the entire period of 30 years.  
Furthermore, the prediction of VRM acquisition is subject to significant uncertainty due 
to the unknown form of the VRM acquisition function for times greater than the 
laboratory VRM decay time (113).  The observed LC components in interior and 
intermediate subsamples have a specific moments of between 0.8-1.2×10-7 Am2kg-1, 
which is 30 to 53% less than the maximum value estimated from the linear fit and 57 to 
71% less than that of the quadratic fit.  Therefore, the LC component is consistent with a 
VRM acquired after the meteorite's collection from Antarctica and suggests that the 
meteorite's position may have changed during its residence at JSC. 

 By the same analysis, a VRM acquired over 15 to 310 ky in Antarctica and left to 
remagnetize over 30 years at JSC is expected to have a specific intensity of between 
2.2×10-7 and 3.3×10-7 Am2kg-1 according to the linear fit and between 5.6×10-7 and 
8.9×10-7 Am2kg-1 from the quadratic fit.  For this case, we have corrected for the lower 
VRM acquisition efficiency at Antarctic temperatures by assuming linear dependence of 
S on temperature (72): 

 

where  and  are the viscosity coefficient and average annual temperature 
(243 K) for the Allan Hills where the meteorite was found, and  and  are the 
measured viscosity coefficient and temperature in our lab (at 293 K).  The observed 
intensities of the MC components of non-fusion crusted samples are between 1.80-11×10-

7 Am2kg-1 with a mean value of 5.3×10-7 Am2kg-1, which falls between the values 
predicted by the linear and quadratic fits.  Given the uncertainties described above as well 
as the significant extrapolation in timescale used in our analysis, this is consistent with an 
Antarctic VRM origin for the MC component (113).   

 In summary, we find that both the LC and MC components of magnetizations 
represent terrestrial VRMs and as such carry no information about magnetic fields on 
Vesta.  The HC component of interior subsamples is therefore the only magnetization 
with a possible extraterrestrial origin. 
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4.3.  Origin of the HC component. Several lines of evidence suggest that the 

HC component of interior subsamples is extraterrestrial in origin.  The systematic change 
from the HCf to HC component directions from the fusion crust to interior subsamples 
(Fig. 1) suggests that the interior HC magnetization predates atmospheric entry.  
Furthermore, because the MC component is very likely a VRM acquired during residence 
in Antarctica (see Section 4.2), any component blocked to higher temperatures and 
coercivities must predate the arrival of the meteorite in Antarctica.  The HC 
magnetization of the meteorite's interior, which was not affected during atmospheric 
entry, is therefore extraterrestrial in origin.   

 The reliability of our paleointensity estimates depends on the mode of acquisition 
of the HC component.  Accurate paleointensities are only possible if the HC component 
is a TRM.  During AF demagnetization, the decay of the HC component is distinctly 
more similar to that of an ARM [an analog for TRM; see ref. (117)] compared to that of 
an IRM (Fig. S14), suggesting that this component is a TRM but cannot represent an 
IRM (24).  A non-IRM origin is also strongly supported by the HC component's low 
NRM/IRM values of ~ . 

 Furthermore, the blocking temperature range of the HC component is consistent 
with a TRM acquired at 3693 Ma.  Due to viscous decay at 180 K (the blackbody 
temperature at 2.36 AU) over the last ~3700 Ma, such a TRM is expected to be blocked 
between ~90˚C and 780˚C for single-domain kamacite and between room temperature 
and 320˚C for iron sulfides (25, 26).  Viscous decay also occurred during the transfer of 
the meteoroid to Earth, possibly at elevated temperatures.  Although the CRE age of 
ALHA81001 is 15 My (Fig. 3A, Table S2), the orbital elements of the meteoroid during 
this time interval, and therefore its temperature, are unconstrained.  Assuming that the 
meteoroid's distance from the Sun was between 2.4 and 1.0 AU during its transfer, its 
blackbody temperature would have been between -93 and 6˚C.  The corresponding 
minimum blocking temperature of a previously existing TRM, assuming a 15 My transfer 
period and a blackbody temperature of -6˚C, is ~70˚C for remanence carried by kamacite 
and pyrrhotite (26).  The lowest blocking temperature of <150˚C observed for the HC 
component is therefore consistent with an ancient TRM pre-dating the transfer of 
ALHA81001 from Vesta to the Earth. 

 We argue against an SRM origin for the HC component based on two lines of 
evidence provided by our PRM acquisition experiment (see Section 3.5).  First, the 
observed coercivity spectrum of the HC magnetization is much harder than is expected 
for a PRM (Fig. S19).  This is because our laboratory PRM experiments show that the 
maximum coercivity of remanence increases linearly with applied pressure (Fig. S17A).  
Extrapolating the measured maximum coercivities to the maximum possible post-
formation shock pressure of ALHA81001 (5 GPa), the PRM is projected to have a 
maximum coercivity of only ~56 mT, which is much weaker than the observed maximum 
coercivity of 290 mT for the HC component.  

 Second, the intensity of the HC magnetization is likely too strong to represent an 
SRM.  SRM intensity increases linearly with increasing background field strength (111).  
For low shocks below 1 GPa, SRM also increases linearly with peak pressure but likely 
ceases to increase above a certain pressure value (111).  A linear extrapolation of our 
PRM acquisition experiments to 5 GPa (Fig. S18B) therefore provides an upper bound on 
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the possible SRM intensity in ALHA81001.  We find that, in our laboratory background 
field of 750 µT, SRM intensity is expected to be  Am2 kg-1.   

 Because the HC component has been overprinted by the MC component, we 
cannot directly compare this expected value to the observed intensity of the HC 
component and instead must estimate its original strength before the overprinting events.  
Since its demagnetization spectrum is similar to that of an ARM (Fig. S19), we can 
estimate the full, original intensity of the HC magnetization as follows: 

 

where  is the estimated original magnetization,  is the ARM acquired 
in a given bias field across the full coercivity spectrum,  is the ARM acquired in 
the same bias field in the same coercivity range as the HC component (~70 to ~290 mT), 
and  is the observed strength of the HC magnetization within the same coercivity 
range.  The calculated  for the HC component is  Am2kg-1.  Given that 
SRM intensity varies linearly with local field strength, a background field of >162 µT is 
required to explain the high intensity of the HC component if it were an SRM.  Such a 
strong field, three times the value of the Earth's surface field, is unlikely to have existed 
on Vesta at 3.62 Ga.   

 Finally, the HC also is unlikely to be a terrestrial VRM, as the expected maximum 
blocking temperature for a 310 ky VRM is only 154˚C according to single domain 
blocking temperature theory (25).  Such a blocking temperature is too low to be 
consistent with the HC component.  Similarly, the HC cannot be an extraterrestrial VRM, 
as even a 4 Gy VRM at the cryogenic temperatures of the asteroid belt (blackbody 
temperature of 180 K at 2.4 AU) should be blocked up to a similar temperature as the MC 
component assuming single-domain kamacite and pyrrhotite to be the magnetic carrier. 

 We have shown above that the HC component is unlikely to be an IRM, SRM, or 
VRM and that it is probably a TRM acquired upon cooling in a stable background field 
over a period of several thousand years (see main text).  We now address the possible 
sources of this background field. 

 
4.4.  Origin of extraterrestrial fields. Although ALHA81001 crystallized rapidly 

over a ~1 hour period, the presence of pigeonite-augite exsolution shows that cooling 
between 1100˚C and ambient blackbody temperatures likely took place over several 
hundred years.  This cooling event likely represents the acquisition of the HC 
magnetization (see Section 2.2).  We now show that impact-generated fields on Vesta are 
not expected to be stable at such timescales.  

 We consider two scenarios of field generation by impacts.  In the first scenario, 
ionized vapor from the impact undergoes charge separation, leading to an electric current 
and its associated magnetic field (118).  This phenomenon has been studied in the 
laboratory for impactor velocities up to ~5 km/s (35,118).  According to calibrated 
scaling laws (35), the duration  in seconds of such a field is approximated by: 

 

where  is the distance from the impact point and  is the impact velocity, which 
is approximately 5.4 km/s for large impacts on Vesta (38).  Taking x to be the radius of 
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Vesta (~260 km), the maximum duration of such fields on Vesta is only ~1000 sec.  In 
the second scenario, a plasma cloud created in an impact may expand along the surface of 
Vesta, concentrating ambient magnetic field near the antipode of the impact.  Such a 
process has been proposed as an explanation for lunar surface magnetic anomalies (34, 
36).  However, the generation of sufficient ionized vapor to efficiently perturb ambient 
fields is unlikely given the low velocity of a Vesta large crater-forming impact (36, 37). 
Although vaporization is expected for impact velocities of the lunar basin-forming events 
(>10 km/s), slower impact velocities below ~7.5 km/s should produce no vapor (36, 37).   
Therefore, neither mechanism generates magnetic fields of long duration necessary to 
explain the HC component, which was likely acquired over several thousand years.   

 A remanent crustal field is the only plausible source of magnetic fields stable over 
the necessary timescales at 3693 Ma on Vesta.  As discussed in the main text, for the 
strength of a crustal field to be consistent with our inferred paleointensities, the crust 
must have been magnetized in an earlier steady magnetic field and the crustal material 
must itself be sufficiently magnetic.  The TRM acquired by a material with saturation 
remanent magnetization 

€ 

Mrs during cooling in a weak magnetic field of strength 

€ 

B0  is 
approximately: 

€ 

MTRM = aB0Mrs  
where 

€ 

MTRM  is the resulting magnetization of the material and 

€ 

a  is an empirical 
constant approximately equal to 

€ 

3 ×10−3  µT-1 for 

€ 

B0  in µT and 

€ 

MTRM  and 

€ 

Mrs in the 
same units (42).  Although previously measured HED meteorites have values of 

€ 

Mrs less 
than 

€ 

10−2 Am2kg-1, a number of yet unmeasured metal-rich HED meteorites, including 
Petersburg, Camel Donga, Pomozdino, Bununu, and Bolghati (41,119), may have higher 
values of 

€ 

Mrs.   
 To constrain the 

€ 

Mrs of such metal-rich HED meteorites, we acquired three small 
(1-2.5 g) stones of Camel Donga from two different private meteorite dealers.  All fusion 
crust material was removed with a diamond wire saw (see Section 2.1).  We measured at 
least one large fragment from each stone consisting of pure interior material (Table S7).  
The weighted mean value of 

€ 

Mrs is 

€ 

5.07 ×10−2  Am2kg-1.  Crustal material with this value 
of 

€ 

Mrs is expected to be magnetized to 

€ 

MTRM ≈ 2 ×10−3  Am2kg-1 in a 100 µT field [see 
main text and (42)]. 

 Given a value for the magnetization intensity of the crust, the actual magnetic 
field intensities generated depend strongly on the geometry of the magnetized region.  
Strictly speaking, the magnetic field due to material with uniform magnetization intensity 
may vary from 0 [e.g., inside a long cylinder magnetized parallel to its axis (72)] to 
arbitrarily high values [above an arbitrarily thick body magnetized to maximize the 
surface field at one point (120)].  We therefore calculated the magnetic field expected for 
one plausible geometry.  We assumed that a magnetized portion of the Vestan crust can 
be modeled by a thin disk with small thickness compared to its horizontal extent and that 
it is magnetized perpendicular to the surface.  Because ALHA81001 is an impact melt, 
we assumed that it formed inside an impact basin.  Impact heating that caused melting of 
ALHA81001 would have demagnetized the surrounding regions.  Therefore, following 
(37), we modeled the impact heated material as a fully demagnetized spherical region 
inside the crust.  This fully demagnetized region can be represented by the superposition 
of the uniformly magnetized disk and a spherical region magnetized to the same intensity 
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in the opposing direction.  The magnetic field inside this region is therefore the sum of 
the internal field of the uninterrupted thin disk (0) and that of the sphere (

€ 

2 /3µ0MTRM ρ), 
resulting in 

€ 

2 /3µ0MTRM ρ  (72), where 

€ 

ρ  is the density of the crust.  A more prolate 
(height is greater than width) or oblate demagnetized region would result in stronger or 
weaker fields, respectively, with a maximum field of 

€ 

µ0MTRM ρ . 
 The above geometry (spherical demagnetized region) and value for 

€ 

MTRM  result 
in remanent crustal fields of ~4 µT given a 0.1 mT magnetizing dynamo surface field.  
Therefore, the expected strength of remanent crustal fields due to an earlier dynamo on 
Vesta is consistent with our minimum inferred paleointensity of 2 µT.  
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Fig. S1. 
40Ar/39Ar chronometry of ALHA81001.  Apparent Ca/K (A) and 40Ar/39Ar age (B) 
spectra for three aliquots (a, b and c) of whole-rock sample ALHA81001.  Each spectrum 
is plotted against the cumulative release fraction of 39Ar. Dimensions of boxes indicate ± 
2 SD (vertical) and the fraction of 39Ar released (horizontal). Ca/K ratios were calculated 
from the 37ArCa/39ArK ratio assuming the relative production ratio for Ca to K is 1:1.96.  
A mean plateau age of 3693 ± 71 Ma (1 SD) is shown, calculated from sub-selected steps 
for each analysis between 622˚C and 931˚C as indicated by the arrow.  
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Fig. S2 
Thermal constraints on ALHA81001 at ~3700 Ma.   Assuming that the “high Ea” and 
“low Ea” models shown in Fig. 3B provide bounds on the kinetics of 40Ar diffusion in 
ALHA81001 at 3.7 Ga, the solid and dashed curves, respectively, are the reheating 
conditions that would be required to diffuse 99% of the radiogenic 40Ar accumulated 
between 4500 Ma and 3700 Ma. 
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Fig. S3 
Electron microscopy image showing augite-pigeonite (Aug-Pig) exsolution lamellae and 
associated chromite (Chr) grains in interior subsample A4.  Image obtained with in-lens 
detector, which responds to both backscattered and secondary electrons, on a Zeiss 
NVision40 SEM. 
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Fig. S4 
Crossed polar transmitted light optical image of ALHA81001.  Shown is a large, 
mosaicized relict pyroxene clast that has experienced shock to >30 GPa surrounded by 
unshocked matrix.  Such relict pyroxene clasts make up ~1% of ALHA81001 by volume. 
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Fig. S5 
Derivative of remanence gained during acquisition of a near-saturation IRM.  Experiment 
performed on three interior subsamples A4 (black), A6 (pink), and C4 (blue) in fields up 
to 2.7 T.  Note the high degree of homogeneity among the subsamples.  
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Fig. S6 
Thermal demagnetization of saturation IRM.  (A) Orthographic projection for thermal 
demagnetization sequence of a 7 T saturation IRM acquired in the west direction 
followed by a 2.7 T IRM acquired in the up direction for interior subsample A6.  Note the 
removal of westward (2.7 - 7 T) magnetization between 320 and 350˚C.  (B) Close up 
orthographic projection of the final steps in the thermal demagnetization of a 2.7 T IRM 
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acquired in the up direction for interior subsample A4.  (C) Orthographic projection for 
thermal demagnetization of a 2.5 T saturation IRM acquired in the east direction followed 
by a 1.05 T IRM acquired in the up direction for subsample M3 from the Millbillillie 
eucrite.  As in (A), note decay of high-coercivity magnetization between 320˚C and 
350˚C.  
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Fig. S7 
High-resolution electron microscopy image of probable ferromagnetic phases.  (A) 
Troilite (Tr) and possible FeNi metal particles embedded in a silica-rich phase (Si) in 
interior subsample A4.  Image obtained with in-lens detector on a Zeiss NVision40 SEM.  
(B) Troilite (Tr) and ilmenite (Il) in thin section ALHA81001,48 showing a lack of 
weathering textures.  Backscattered electron microscopy image acquired with JEOL-
JXA-8200 microprobe. 
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Fig. S8 
Low temperature thermal demagnetization of interior subsample A6.  Thermal cycling 
(from 5 K to 300 K and back to 5 K) of a 5 K saturation IRM (7 T field).  The 
background field during cycling was <0.2 mT.  (A) All data from 5 to 300 K.  A Curie 
point at ~90 K is clearly observed.  (B) Data above 120 K to emphasize 
superparamagnetic grains. 
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Fig. S9 
SQUID microscope study of 30 µm thin section ALHA81001,39.  (A) Crossed polars 
transmitted light photograph.  (B) SQUID microscope map of the magnitude of the 
vertical magnetic field (a proxy for magnetization) measured from a height of 195 µm 
and downward continued to 145 µm above a 30 µm thick thin section.  The sample was 
given a strong field IRM (280 mT) in the positive direction, resulting in the 
predominance of positive (red) magnetic fields above regions of high local 
magnetization.  (C) Overlay of crossed polars transmitted light image (A) and SQUID 
microscope map (B).  Areas of high magnetization overlap strongly with dark, mesostasis 
assemblages of plagioclase and silica along with accessory ilmenite and troilite.  The 
brighter, coarse-grain regions, which are dominated by pyroxene lathes, exhibit much 
weaker magnetization.  Region inside small box is shown at high magnification in Fig. 
S10. 
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Fig. S10 
Electron microscopy image of regions of high magnetization as observed by the SQUID 
microscope as indicated by boxes in Fig. S9.  Fine-grained regions labeled "Strongly 
magnetized" are only found in regions of high magnetization in the SQUID microscopy 
maps.  Image obtained with in-lens detector on a Zeiss NVision40 SEM. 
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Fig. S11 
NRM demagnetization of subsamples of ALHA81001.  Orthographic projections 
showing the evolution of the NRM during AF demagnetization of NRM for one interior 
and one fusion crusted subsample. Open and closed circles indicate the projection of the 
magnetization vector onto the vertical (up-east) and horizontal (north-east) planes, 
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respectively.  (A) AF followed by thermal demagnetization of interior subsample B2. (B) 
AF demagnetization of fusion crusted subsample B1.  Magnetic mineralogy of the fusion 
crust is characterized by greater noise during AF demagnetization.  (C) AF 
demagnetization of intermediate subsample A3 (1.6 mm from fusion crusted surface).  
(D) AF demagnetization of interior subsample A4.  Similarly oriented LC and MC 
components are present in both subsamples (green and blue arrows, respectively.  The 
two subsamples have divergent HC and HCf components (red and orange arrows, 
respectively).  The intermediate sample (C) has a high-coercivity component that is a 
mixture of the HC and HCf components and is intermediate in direction (gray arrows). 
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Fig. S12 
Acquisition and demagnetization of IRM on interior subsample A4.  Moment is 
normalized to the saturation remanence (Ms).  AF demagnetization was performed on 3 
axes to simulate the procedure used for the AF demagnetization of NRM.  The 
demagnetization curve terminates at 290 mT, the maximum level of our AF 
demagnetization system.  
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Fig. S13 
Controlled-atmosphere thermal demagnetization of interior NRM (gray) and a laboratory 
ARM (red) for subsamples B2 and A3, respectively.  (A) Orthographic projections 
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showing the evolution of the NRM during AF demagnetization of NRM for two interior 
subsamples. Open and closed circles indicate the projection of the magnetization vector 
onto the vertical (up-east) and horizontal (north-east) planes, respectively.  (B) Equal area 
stereographic projection showing the three components of magnetization observed in 
each subsample as inferred from PCA.  The similar rates of demagnetization and the loss 
of directional coherence for both subsamples between 225˚C and 275˚C suggest that 
alteration is occurring and that the erratic behavior of the NRM above these temperatures 
does not reflect true recording of a background field when the NRM was acquired.  
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Fig. S14 
AF and thermal demagnetization spectra.  (A) AF demagnetization of the NRM in 
interior subsample A5 compared to that of an ARM and IRM for the same subsample and 
PRM for subsample B3.  For both the HC and MC components of magnetization, the 
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NRM coercivity spectrum is similar to that of an ARM (AC field 280 mT; DC bias field 
50 µT), but distinct from a strong field (280 mT) IRM or a PRM acquired at 1.8 GPa in a 
750 µT background field.  This suggests that the HC component is not a hand magnet 
overprint or a shock remanence and is consistent with a TRM origin.  (B) Thermal 
demagnetization of the NRM in interior subsample B2 compared to that of a saturation 
IRM for the subsamples A4 and A6.  Possible mineralogical alteration prevents using the 
same subsample for multiple thermal demagnetization runs.  Plotted NRM moments have 
been corrected for the non-parallel directions of the HC/HT, MC/MT, and LC 
components.  
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Fig. S15 
IRM acquisition experiments.  Starting with an AF-demagnetized subsample, magnitude 
of remanent magnetization is measured after IRM acquisition at progressively higher 
fields up to 900 mT.  Experiment performed on two unheated subsamples (A4 and C4), 
one subsample heated to 350˚C (B2), and one subsample heated to 800˚C (A3).  The 
large increases in the intensity of saturation IRM for the heated subsamples suggest that 
changes to the magnetic mineralogy are occurring.   
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Fig. S16 
Representative IRM and ARM paleointensity experiments for the interior subsample A5.  
Data points within each component are color-coded for clarity (compare with Figs. 2 and 
S11).  Black data points between the LC and MC components do not constitute a 
component of magnetization due to lack of decay upon AF demagnetization.   
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Fig. S17 
Representative IRM paleointensity experiment for the fusion crusted subsample B1.  
Black data points between the LC and MC components do not constitute a component of 
magnetization due to lack of decay upon AF demagnetization. 
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Fig. S18 
PRM experiments on interior subsample B3.  Shown are the (A) intensity and  (B) 
maximum coercivity of PRM acquired in a laboratory field of 750 µT under pressures of 
up to 1.8 GPa.  The trends are linearly extrapolated up to a maximum possible shock 
pressure of 5 GPa as indicated by the petrography of ALHA81001. 
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Fig. S19 
VRM decay experiments on interior subsample B2.  Shown is the progressive decay of a 
VRM acquired at room temperature over 13 days in the Earth’s field as the subsample 
subsequently resided for 6 days in our shielded room (DC field < 150 nT).  The solid line 
is a linear fit to data acquired after 104 s.  The dotted line is an alternative quadratic fit to 
data after 100 s. 
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Table S4:  Summary of interior paleomagnetic samples and NRM 
components 

Sample and 
Component 

Mass 
(mg) 

AF/Thermal 
Range 
(mT or ˚C) 

Dec., Inc. 
(˚)  

MAD 
(˚) 

DANG 
(˚) Nm 

A1 – Fusion 17.7      
LC  0 - 3 mT 228.8, 46.0 12.3  30 

MC  30 - 49 mT 304.0, -4.0 25.2  120 
HCf  49 - >85 mT 254.2, 32.2 45.8 46.8 222 

B1 – Fusion 36.8      

LC  0 - 2.5 mT 265.3, 70.3 10.0  24 
MC  15 - 33 mT 164.8, -65.4 18.9  116 

HCf  33 - >85 mT 281.2, -7.0 74.3 41.4 318 

A2 – Intermediate 29.6      
LC  0 - 3 mT 219.5, 60.5 9.6  30 

MC  20 - 61 mT 245.4, -57.2 40.4  282 

HC/HCf  61 - >85 mT 134.5, -54.4 58.6 45.7 150 

A3 – Intermediate 31.4      

LC  0 - 3 mT 238.4, 67.8 4.6  30 

MC  25 - 37 mT 217.0, -64.2 22.6  72 

HC/HCf  37 - >85 mT 70.2, -53.9 22.6 16.8 294 

A4 – Interior 34.9      

LC  0 - 3 mT 206.3, 74.5 7.1  30 

MC  21 - 72 mT 66.1, -64.6 16.1  224 
HC   72 - >290 mT 67.8, -16.2 8.6 5.6 96 

A5 – Interior 90.0      

LC  0 - 5.5 mT 228.9, 18.5 11.0  60 
MC  15.5 - 69 mT 294.3, -82.3 12.1  256 

HC   69 - >290 mT 63.6, -27.0 6.0 3.0 136 
A6 – Interior 102.6      
LC  0 - 3 mT 187.2, 60.7 15.0  92 
MC  20.5 - 63 mT 265.2, -59.2 8.4  192 
HC   63 - >290 mT 69.3, -26.0 8.0 2.5 136 
B2 – Interior 127.1      
LC  0 - 3 mT 334.2, 64.4 8.2  20 
MC  150˚C 274.1, -76.3 17.2  4 
HC   >275˚C 71.1, -28.4 10.7 11.1 6 
B3 – Interior 130.1      
LC  0 - 2.5 mT 122.8, 79.6 30.6  16 
MC  17.5 - 71 mT 208.7, -47.3 29.6  248 
HC   71 - 260 mT 67.1, -27.2 33.9 12.3 100 

Note: All subsamples in table are mutually oriented to within ~5˚.  The first column 
gives the subsample or component name; the second column gives the subsample 
mass; the third column gives the range of AF fields or temperatures in which the 
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component is blocked; the fourth column gives the orientation of the magnetization 
vector as determined from least squares fitting; the fifth column gives the maximum 
angular deviation (MAD) of the component (see SOM text); the sixth column gives 
the deviation angle (DANG); and the seventh column gives the number of individual 
measurements of the magnetic moment associated with each component. 
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Table S5:  Paleointensity slopes for LC and MC components  

Subsample LC Component MC Component 

 IRM slope ARM slope IRM slope ARM slope 
A1 – Fusion 0.013 0.27 0.0016 0.21 
B1 – Fusion 0.0059 0.27 0.0018 0.31 
A3 – Intermediate 0.015 0.40 0.0077 0.48 
A4 – Interior 0.012 0.46 0.0050 0.27 
A5 – Interior 0.016 0.59 0.0073 0.48 
A6 – Interior 0.0040 0.59 0.010 0.59 
B3 – Interior 0.0010 0.35 0.0033 0.19 
Interior Mean 0.0065 0.51 0.0078 0.38 

Note:  For all but the last row, the first column identifies the name and location of 
the subsample; the second column gives the slopes of NRM lost vs. IRM lost for the 
LC component; the third column gives the slopes of NRM lost vs. ARM gained for the 
LC component; the fourth column gives the slopes of NRM lost vs. IRM lost for the 
MC component; the fifth column gives the slopes of NRM lost vs. ARM gained for the 
MC component. The final row gives the mean slopes for interior subsamples only. 
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Table S6:  Paleointensities for HC and HCf components  

Subsample HC or HCf Component 

 
ARM 
acquisition  
(µT) 

Thermal demagnetization 
of IRM (µT) 

AF of IRM 
(µT) 

A1 – Fusion 0.8 N/A 1 

B1 – Fusion 2 N/A 1 

A3 – Intermediate 8 N/A N/A 
A4 – Interior 10 N/A N/A 

A5 – Interior 13 N/A 15 

A6 – Interior 15 N/A N/A 
B3 – Interior 8 N/A 12 

B2 – Interior N/A 9 (A4); 13 (A6) N/A 

Interior Mean 12 11 14 
Note:  For the first eight rows, the first column identifies the name and location of 
the subsample; the second, third, and fourth columns give the inferred 
paleointensities for the HC component (interior subsamples) or HCf component 
(fusion crust subsamples) from each paleointensity method.  Paleointensities for 
interior subsample B2 are calculated using the IRM measured in subsample A4 and 
A6 (see Section 3.4).  The final row gives the mean values of the inferred 
paleointensity for interior subsamples only.  
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Table S7:  Saturation remanence for Camel Donga samples  

Sample 
Parent 
Stone Mass (mg) Mrs (×10-2 Am2kg-1) 

CD1 CD1 354.2 7.57 

CD2 CD2 325.8 2.63 

CD3a CD3 275.1 4.98 
CD3b CD3 115.2 4.49 
Weighted Mean   5.07 

Note:  The first column gives the sample name; the second column the individual 
stone (<2.5 g, fusion crusted on all or nearly all sides) from which the sample was 
extracted; the third column gives the sample mass; and the fourth column gives the 
measured saturation remanence.  Weighted Mean is weighted by the mass of each 
sample, thereby yielding the saturation remanence if all samples were measured 
together.   
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